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Abstract
Following calls for greater theory development in software engineering, this paper formulates a process theory of software development practice. Sensemaking-Coevolution-Implementation Theory explains how complex software systems are created by cohesive software development teams in organizations. It posits that an independent agent (the development team) creates a software system by alternating between three categories of activities: making sense of an ambiguous context, mutually refining schemas of the context and design space, and manifesting their understanding of the design space in a technological artifact. This theory development paper defines, illustrates and conceptually evaluates Sensemaking-Coevolution-Implementation Theory. It grounds the theory’s concepts and relationships in existing software engineering, information systems development and interdisciplinary design literature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cross explained that “we seem to have a fairly rich picture of design thinking, but we lack a successful, simplifying paradigm of design thinking … The lack of an adequate, simplifying paradigm is perhaps something which inhibits the transfer of knowledge from research into practice and education” [30]. To address this gap, this paper proposes a software design process theory, which attempts to incorporate many key findings from empirical research on design, especially software and information systems design. The proposed theory may contribute to a more general theory of software engineering.

Many academic disciplines emphasize general or unifying theories [80]. While Software Engineering (SE) has not historically done so, calls to develop a General Theory of Software Engineering (GTSE) are increasingly common (e.g. [72, 73, 122, 134]). A GTSE is needed to address the research-practice gap, to inoculate against fads and pseudoscience and to develop a cumulative body of knowledge [72, 73, 122]. However, developing a GTSE is extremely challenging due to the complexity and diversity of software development projects (e.g. real-time critical systems vs. multiplayer online games). Consequently, one way to proceed is to develop core theories, i.e., theories pertaining to discrete aspects of SE, and combine them to create a GTSE [117]. The software design process theory developed in this paper is intended as one such core theory. A theory of the design process is particularly needed because the design process has been historically conceptualized using methods, which oversimplify and over-rationalize reality [86, 115, 119, 148, 162].

Theories come in many different forms. Variance theories, which focus on the causes of a phenomenon [149], may posit one cause, many causes, a causal chain or a web of interconnected causes. Process theories, in contrast, focuses on how an entity changes and develops [149, 150]. Different theories have different purposes, including to explain, to predict, to analyze and to describe [63]. Theories also differ in their approach to causality [74], i.e., x causes y may mean 1) y is more likely given x (probabilistic); 2) y always follows x (regularity); 3) y would not occur
without x (counterfactual); 4) y was instigated by an agent, x, with free will (teleological). Although process theories focus on how a phenomenon occurs, they often abstractly address why a phenomena occurs by adopting one of these four approaches to causation. For example, the Theory of Natural Selection explains why populations of organisms evolve using a probabilistic approach to causation; i.e., fitter animals have a high probability of reproducing.

Holistically understanding complex phenomena including software engineering may require diverse theoretical approaches, including both process and variance theories with different purposes and approaches to causality [122, 149]. This paper develops a teleological process theory to explain how teams design complex software systems. More specifically, the purpose of this paper is as follows.

**Purpose:** to formulate a process theory of software design practice, which explains how complex software systems are created by cohesive software development teams in organizations.

Here, a software design process theory is an explanation of how and why a software system changes and develops. The term *practice* is used to denote concern with how software is developed in reality, including both effective and ineffective practices, rather than positing an idealized process or prescribing good ways of designing. Meanwhile, *design* refers to an agent specifying or building an object, which is intended to accomplish goals in a particular environment using a set of primitive components and subject to constraints [121]; “here, design encompasses all the activities involved in conceptualizing, framing, implementing, commissioning, and ultimately modifying complex systems—not just the activity following requirements specification and before programming, as it might be translated from a stylized software engineering process” [51]. *Design* is used instead of *development* because thinking of design as a phase of rather than a synonym for development is one of the misconceptions the proposed theory is intended to address. Finally, the level of analysis varies from individual to team.
This paper proceeds as follows. The review of related work is divided into research needed to understand the proposed theory (§2) and situating it with respect to existing research (§5). The proposed theory is described in Section 3 and evaluated in Section 4. Section Six summarizes the paper’s contributions and implications. Due to the novelty and complexity of the proposed theory, this paper focuses on providing a comprehensive presentation of the theory while empirical evaluation is discussed elsewhere.

2 THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Review Structure and Sampling

As the design literature is spread across many fields and media, a search-based review, rather than a comprehensive analysis of a particular set of publications, was used. The review focused on three overlapping fields – information systems (e.g. MIS Quarterly), software engineering (e.g. the International Conference on Software Engineering) and the interdisciplinary design literature (e.g. Design Studies). As the review spread through bidirectional citation search, examining both what a work references and what references it, some particularly influential work from architecture, engineering and sociology was drawn in. To get to the proposed theory more quickly, this section focuses on the three frameworks needed to understand its concepts and contribution. The remainder of the literature review is presented in Section 5.

This review focuses on process theories. A process theory is an explanation of how and why an entity changes and develops [149]. A design process theory is an an explanation of how and why a design artifact changes and develops. A description qualifies as a design process theory if it meets the following three criteria.

1. It posits a formative relationship between a higher level phenomenon (design) and several lower-level phenomena (e.g. coding, modeling).
2. It includes a causal motor (dialectic, evolutionary, lifecycle, teleological) (Table 1).
3. It includes a claim to universality within a domain.
Table 1. Ideal Types of Process Theories (adapted from [113, 150])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideal Type</th>
<th>Proponents</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
<th>Event Progression</th>
<th>Modern Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialect</td>
<td>Plato, Hegel, [150]</td>
<td>Changes result from shifts in power among conflicting entities</td>
<td>Recurrent, discontinuous sequence of conflict and resolution</td>
<td>Behavioral Negotiation Theory [97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolutionary</td>
<td>Darwin, [150]</td>
<td>A population of entities changes as less fit entities expire and remaining entities change and recombine</td>
<td>Recurrent, cumulative and probabilistic sequence of variation, selection and retention</td>
<td>Change in populations of organizations [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifecycle</td>
<td>[92, 150]</td>
<td>An entity progresses through a series of stages in a predefined sequence</td>
<td>Linear &amp; irreversible sequence of prescribed stages</td>
<td>The Organizational Lifecycle [75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleological</td>
<td>[26, 138, 150]</td>
<td>An agent purposefully selects and takes actions to achieve a goal</td>
<td>Recurrent, agent-determined sequence of goal setting and action taking</td>
<td>Organizational decision making [91]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paper discusses research contributions that fit the above criteria regardless of whether they are explicitly called process theories by proponents. This section discusses the Problem-Design Exploration Model (evolutionary), the Selfconscious Process (teleological), the Waterfall Model (because it is treated as a lifecycle theory even though it is a method) and the need for new theory. Section Five discusses the Basic Design Cycle (lifecycle), the Function-Behavior-Structure Framework (teleological) and Boomerang (teleological).

Process theories fundamentally differ from methods/methodologies. A method is a collection of prescriptions for developing systems or managing development projects. Types of prescriptions include practices, techniques, tools and phase models. Information systems and software engineering literature is predominately concerned with methods for developing systems and managing the development process [148] and methods literature is predominately normative or prescriptive [161]. Methods in general are inappropriate foundations for design theories [153] as a method purports to prescribe an effective way of creating software while a software design process theory purports to explain software creation, both effective and ineffective (cf. [63]). As this paper fundamentally concerns process theory, methods are not reviewed. One exception is the Waterfall Model as it is often treated as a process theory.
Process theories also fundamentally differ from process models. “A process model is an abstract description of an actual or proposed process that represents selected process elements that are considered important to the purpose of the model” [35]. A process model describes while a process theory explains. Moreover, process models (like methods) seek to describe one or a few sequences while process theories seek to encompass all the ways an entity changes. Process models are therefore not reviewed.

### 2.2 The Waterfall Model

The Waterfall Model (Waterfall) refers to a collection of methods that divide systems development into a series of phases including analysis, design, coding and testing or synonyms thereof. Different versions prescribe different numbers of phases and different degrees of interaction between them. Figure 1 shows three versions: 1) solid arrows show the forward-only version; 2) solid and dashed lines show a version allowing backtracking; 3) solid, dashed and dotted lines indicate a clique version, where transition between any two activities is allowed. The original, forward-only version from which the method gets its name was proposed by Royce [127] as a straw man, which he dismissed as too risky, in favor of a more iterative method.

Although, the forward-only version is now considered idealistic, many academics and practitioners continue to present it as fact. e.g. “in conventional software development, the development lifecycle in its most generic form comprises four broad phases: planning, analysis, design, and implementation” [47]; “regardless of the particular process model an organization may use … every software project will feature: (1) the requirements-definition and functional-specification phase; (2) the design phase; … (3) the implementation or the coding and testing phase; … and (4) the installation, operation, and maintenance phase” [45]. A popular introductory textbook states that “systems development … consist[s] of systems analysis, systems design, programming, testing, conversion and production and maintenance … which usually take place in sequential order” [82]. These phases are also explicitly adopted in the official IEEE Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge [19]. Finally, as of 5 July 2014, the Systems Development Lifecycle Wikipedia
article states that it “adheres to important phases that are essential for developers, such as planning, analysis, design, and implementation” (italics added). Waterfall is a method; however, when its phases are presented as essential or generic, Waterfall is being treated as a theory.

![Generalized Waterfall Model](image)

**Figure 1.** Generalized Waterfall Model (adapted from [127])

*Notes: Solid arrows show Royce’s forward-only model; solid and dashed arrows show Royce’s bidirectional model; solid, dashed and dotted arrows show generalized model allowing any transition.*

Waterfall, especially the forward-only version, is attractive in several ways. It is easy to understand and teach. The structure is consistent with basic methods of problem solving [109] – understand the problem, devise a plan to solve it, then execute the plan. It facilitates fixed-price/schedule contracts [20]. It provides clear milestones and sense of progression. It allows managers to drive development through schedule and budget, and to divide work between specialists (e.g. analysts, designers, testers) as seen in the Unified Process [71].

However, Waterfall has been criticized in two specific ways – one widely known and one less known. First, Waterfall oversimplifies development by positing that all projects share the same (idealistcally linear) sequence of phases [20, 61, 94]. Second, Waterfall over-rationalizes development by positing that analysis, design, coding and testing are cohesive, mutually exclusive
activities. For example, testing is not cohesive because it includes heterogeneous activities (e.g. debugging and acceptance testing). Meanwhile, some forms of testing (e.g. unit testing) violate mutual exclusivity by involving some analysis, design or coding (cf. [16]).

In summary, Waterfall refers to a collection of similar methods, but is often treated as a lifecycle process theory. It remains influential, partially due to its simplicity and compatibility with management methods. However, it over-rationalizes the design process through false dichotomies between analysis, design, coding and testing.

2.3 The Problem-Design Exploration Model

The Problem-Design Exploration Model [90] embodies a substantially different standpoint, modeling design as two interacting evolutionary systems – problem space $P$ and solution space $S$. Distinguishing between problem and solution spaces is evident in analytical (e.g. [41]), empirical (e.g. [59]) and prescriptive (e.g. [25]) design research. Purao et al. described “the problem space … as the metaphoric space that contains mental representations of the developer’s interpretation of the user requirements” and “the design space” as “the metaphoric space that contains mental representations of the developer’s specific solutions” [111]. From this distinction, Maher et al. [90] suggest a formal model of exploration intended to describe how an artifact (not necessarily software) may be designed by genetic algorithms (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Problem-Design Exploration Model](adapted from [90])
\[ P(t) = \text{problem at time } t; \ S(t) = \text{situation at a time } t; \text{ dashed line indicates situation refocusing problem; diagonal downward movement indicates a search process.} \]

The Problem-Design Exploration Model is clearly a process theory – it relates design to lower-level activities (evolution, focus, fitness); it has an evolutionary causal motor; Maher et al. position it as a universal explanation within the design-by-genetic-algorithms domain. Moreover, it has several advantages including its overall simplicity and clear elucidation of the Coevolution concept. While problem-solution Coevolution has been observed in field studies of designers (cf. [30, 132]), the Problem-Design Exploration Model remains primarily a theory of applying genetic algorithms to design problems, rather than a theory of human behavior. Specifically, for genetic algorithms, the problem and solution spaces must be represented as a finite number of known dimensions, where for human designers, problem and solution spaces are merely metaphors and often lack such precise definition.

### 2.4 Alexander’s Design Process Models

Differentiating *form* (the design artifact) from *context* (its environment), Alexander [2] proposed three “possible kinds of design process” (Figure 3). In the “Unselfconscious Process”, the designer directly manipulates the design object to eliminate misfits between form and context; e.g., an igloo dweller creates vents when the temperature rises and eliminating them when the temperature falls. In the “Selfconscious Process”, the designer works by iterating between “the conceptual picture of the context … and ideas and diagrams and drawings which stand for forms” (p. 75); e.g., a fashion designer sketches handbags from different angles, changing features based on ideas about aesthetics. In the third (unnamed) process, the designer creates a formal model of the mental pictures using set theory and solves problems using a divide and conquer strategy.
These three models are not all process theories. The first model has only one interaction and therefore does not explain design in terms of lower level processes. As Alexander explicitly prescribed the third model to overcome the limitations of the Selfconscious Process, it is a method.

However, the Selfconscious Process does explain design in terms of three lower-level interactions, it has a (teleological) causal motor and Alexander presented it as a model of the design process generally used by architects and other designers. Moreover, it appears consistent with software design – from left to right, the first interaction is analogous to problem analysis, the second to Coevolution (as in the Problem-Design Exploration Model), the third to construction or implementation.

Benefits of the Selfconscious Process include its parsimony and inclusion of problem framing. However, its concepts and relationships need further clarification – Alexander admitted that the
relationship between the mental pictures is not well understood. Furthermore, it was intended to explain architectural design rather than software design.

2.5 Summary and the Need for New Theory
None of the three frameworks discussed in this section is sufficient as a design process theory: Waterfall over-rationalizes the design process; the Problem-Design Exploration Model was never intended to explain software engineering in general; the Selfconscious Process lacks clear definitions of concepts and relationships. However, the Problem-Design Exploration Model informs design process theory by highlighting the centrality of Coevolution while the Selfconscious Process provides a basic three-activity structure.

3 SENSEMAKING-COEVOLUTION-IMPLEMENTATION THEORY

3.1 A Motivating Illustration
Suppose James is a software engineering researcher. He poses the research question, “what is the ratio of effort expended on analysis, design, coding and testing in co-located web development teams?” James begins observing developers at web development agency, Marshmallow, and analyzing their activities to determine the effort ratio.

James quickly encounters several difficulties. First, during planning meetings, the team members appear to rapidly oscillate between ideas about the problematic context and ideas about the system they are developing. New realizations about the context trigger reconceptualizing the system, but then the reconceptualized system triggers reframing of the context in an iterative fashion. This single activity appears to be both analysis and design.

Second, the programmers appear to make numerous design decisions independently and seamlessly while coding. The do not appear to iterate between designing and coding; rather, many design decisions seem to be part of the coding activity. The graphic designer, meanwhile seems to design, implement and test all at once - making small changes and immediately checking their effects. For her, designing and testing are simultaneous.
Third, Marshmallow extensively uses unit testing, which involves not only analyzing the system and context but also designing and coding the tests. James is not sure how to classify these activities - is coding the test suite ‘testing’ or ‘coding’? Furthermore, Marshmallow’s product owner uses acceptance testing (getting feedback from clients on prototypes) as an analytical tool.

James cannot assess the relative effort involved in analysis, design, coding and testing because his observations do not fit into these categories. He worries that these terms may be causing systematic misperceptions of developers’ actual activities. James needs different categories – a different vocabulary – to answer his research question.

### 3.2 SCI Overview

*Sensemaking-Coevolution-Implementation Theory* (SCI) was developed following the realization that *analysis, design, coding and testing*, do not describe highly cohesive, loosely-coupled activities (cf. [143]). Its purpose is to provide a better set of concepts to explain software development. SCI (Figure 4) makes two core claims: 1) a complex software system is developed by an independent, goal-oriented agent; 2) this agent performs the three high-level activities for which SCI is named. The design agent may engage in any of the three activities at any time, for any period, serially or in parallel. The concepts and relationships used in SCI are all rooted in existing literature (Table 2) – its contribution lies in their novel organization.
Figure 4. Sensemaking-Coevolution-Implementation Theory

*Note: Arrows indicate relationships as shown, not a sequence of activities*

### 3.3 The Design Agent

The Design Agent is the individual or group that specifies and creates the system. The Design Agent is centrally placed to emphasize SCI’s *teleological* approach to causality [63, 74]. (In the remainder of this paper, “designer” and “design agent” are used interchangeably.) A teleological process theory is an explanation of how and why an entity changes where change is manifested by a goal-seeking agent engaging in activities in a self-determined sequence [150]. Here, the changing entity is the design object (software system). ‘Why’ it changes is explained by adopting the teleological approach to causality [74] – it changes because a person with free will chooses to change it. This is consistent with characterizations of design by Churchman – “design belongs to the category of behavior called teleological, i.e., ‘goal seeking’ behavior” [26] and Löwgren et al. – “Our basic assumption about the design process is that its form, structure, and qualities are not given or ruled by laws of nature ... [but] by designers’ own thoughts, considerations, and actions” [87]. ‘How’ it changes is explained by the three SCI processes. Here, ‘explain’ is used in the
reductionist sense – the higher-level activity (design) is explained by reducing it to a set of interconnected lower-level activities (Sensemaking, Coevolution, Implementation).

Table 2. Concepts and Relationships of SCI, Defined

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Key References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coevolution</td>
<td>the process where the design agent simultaneously refines its design space and context schemas</td>
<td>[2, 30, 41, 90, 132]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraints</td>
<td>the designers beliefs about the restrictions on the design object’s properties</td>
<td>[18, 19, 88, 121, 137, 140]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>the totality of the surroundings of the design object and agent, including the object’s intended domain of deployment</td>
<td>[2, 25, 101, 103, 121, 132]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Schema</td>
<td>the collection of all of the design agent's beliefs about the context; the design agent's mental picture of the context.</td>
<td>[2, 90, 111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Agent</td>
<td>an entity or group of entities capable of forming intentions and goals and taking actions to achieve those goals and that specifies the structural properties of the design object</td>
<td>[2, 30, 42, 121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Object</td>
<td>the thing being designed; also any partial or complete manifestation thereof</td>
<td>[2, 42, 121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Space Schema</td>
<td>the collection of all of the design agent's beliefs about the diversity of possible design artifacts, including design decisions and candidate solutions; the design agent’s mental picture of the design object and its alternatives</td>
<td>[2, 90, 111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>optative statements about the effects the design object should have on its environment</td>
<td>[26, 37, 121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>the process where the design agent generates or updates the design object based on its design space schema</td>
<td>[2, 18, 19, 127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primitives</td>
<td>the set of entities from which the design object may be composed</td>
<td>[95, 106, 121, 125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensemaking</td>
<td>the process where the design agent organizes and assigns meaning to its perception of the context, creating and refining context schema</td>
<td>[40, 52, 128, 132, 158, 159]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCI’s agency assumption has several implications. First, some systems (e.g. Linux) are obviously developed by multiple agents, who may be uncoordinated, have different goals or even sabotage each other. SCI does not posit that all software is developed by a single agent; rather, it only applies to single-agent development. Second, while an individual can always be modeled as a single agent, groups are more complicated. A group that has high team cohesion [13], consistent goals, shared mental models and good coordination [43] may be considered a single agent. Groups with low cohesion, poor coordination, divergent mental models and conflicting goals should not be considered a single agent. In practice, some teams may fall between these extremes. Third, numerous theoretical perspectives may be applied to the design agent. For example, the design
agent may be modeled as a transactive memory system [85, 157], rational agent (as in game theory) or political actor [83].

3.3 The Context

The context of a software engineering project may become prodigiously complicated. It includes the design agent’s environment, i.e., not only the work environment but also the designer’s technological, social, economic and political environment. It also includes the development environment, i.e., the physical or virtual space in which prototypes and non-deployed software artifacts reside. Furthermore, it includes the intended deployment environment – again, not only technologically but also socially, politically and economically. The context may be analyzed using numerous theoretical approaches including Structuration Theory [60], Actor Network Theory [83] and Work Systems Theory [3].

SCI posits that the context is a complex system, in the technical sense of complexity science, where, a system is complex to the extent that it exhibits unpredictable (emergent) behavior [54, 70]. Here, a complex context is expected to be unstable, i.e., change both during and in response to development. Complexity means that the effects of development are not accurately predictable in advance. The context is, moreover, expected to contain stakeholders who conflict and disagree, and goals and constraints that are unknown, ambiguous, conflicting or unstable.

3.4 The Design Object

The design object is the system being developed, including partial representations thereof (e.g. prototypes). SCI posits that, in software engineering, the primary iterative artifact [17] is the software system itself. This separates software engineering from mechanical engineering, architecture, product design and industrial design where the primary iterative artifact is a design model (e.g. blueprint, sketch, technical drawing) [104].

SCI also posits that the design object is complex, again in the technical sense of complexity science., i.e., the design object will exhibit performance and effects not evident from its constituent
parts (emergent behavior). Complex systems are not necessarily large or composed of many components and complexity is a spectrum rather than a binary property of a system. Like the agency assumption, SCI does not posit that all software systems are complex; rather, it only applies to systems that are.

Furthermore, rather than being created from nothing, SCI posits that the design object is constructed from a set of *primitives* [121]. Primitives may include not only existing components (as in component-based development [64]) but also programming languages, libraries, design patterns, data structures and services (as in Service Oriented Architecture [105]).

### 3.5 The Schemas

A *schema* is “a plan, diagram, or outline, especially a mental representation of some aspect of experience, based on prior experience and memory, structured in such a way as to facilitate (and sometimes to distort) perception, cognition, the drawing of inferences, or the interpretation of new information in terms of existing knowledge” [28]. SCI posits that the design agent forms two relevant schemas – the context schema includes all the designer’s beliefs about the context while the design space schema includes all the designer’s beliefs about the design object and its potential alternatives.

Both schemas may contain numerous and diverse constructs. SCI posits two universal components of the context schema. First, as teleological process theories posit a goal-oriented agent [150], SCI explicitly shows *goals* as part of the designer’s context schema. Goals are also a central topic in requirements engineering research [37, 151]. Second, as the concept of *constraints* (restrictions on the design object) is central in both prescriptive and theoretical literature on software and engineering design [18, 19, 88, 121, 137, 140], the context schema explicitly includes constraints. The concepts of *Requirements* is intentionally omitted as many projects appear to lack meaningful requirements [118].
Schema may refer to a framework held wholly in the mind, wholly on paper (or another medium) or a combination thereof. In accordance with the cognitive science theory of the extended mind [27], the design agent may externalize all or part of a mental framework into a physical or virtual medium. The resulting conceptual models (context schema) or design models (design space schema) may aid memory, cognitive processing and communication.

In practice, some models (e.g. UML use case narratives) may combine elements of the two schemas. More fundamentally, the design agent itself may confuse the two schemas, possibly by incorrectly categorizing design decisions as part of the problem. Furthermore, where the design agent is a team, team members’ schemas may differ. Large intrateam schema differences may violate SCI’s single-agent assumption.

3.6 Sensemaking

“To convert a problematic situation to a problem, a practitioner must … make sense of an uncertain situation that initially makes no sense” [132]. This quotation suggests the construct Sensemaking, which is an important research topic in management [158, 159], human-computer interaction [52, 128] and knowledge management [40]. Sensemaking refers to “what people do to make sense of the information in their world” [52] and the way in which a person comes to understand, or give meaning to, a new or confusing phenomenon. While no formal definition of Sensemaking is widely accepted, it involves perceiving and encoding information to facilitate action [128] and noticing, bracketing, labeling, organizing and communicating ideas [159]. For the purposes of SCI, Sensemaking generates, organizes and refines the context schema.

Sensemaking is broader than requirements elicitation as software projects are affected by their entire social context [101]. Moreover, when a design agent engages in Sensemaking it may consider myriad aspects of the project context, including aspects of the design agent’s work environment and the design object’s intended deployment domain. This reflects the reality that internal factors including project budgets, interpersonal relationships and managerial pressure may affect design decisions.
Sensemaking includes the kinds of analysis that are focused on the context (e.g. interviewing stakeholders), but not the kinds of analysis that are focused on the design object (e.g. analyzing alternative design concepts, analyzing code using a debugger). Sensemaking also includes the forms of testing that focus on understanding the relationship between the design object and the context (e.g. acceptance testing), but not the forms of testing that focus on code and performance (e.g. debugging).

### 3.7 Coevolution

The relationship between the two schemas is labeled *Coevolution* (following [90]). Coevolution refers to the mutual, iterative refinement of the context and design space schemas. “In designing, ‘the solution’ does not arise directly from ‘the problem’; the designer’s attention oscillates, or commutes, between the two, and an understanding of both gradually develops” [30]. During an observational study, Dorst and Cross witnessed a good example of coevolutionary behavior:

> A seed of coherent information was formed in the assignment information, and helped to crystallize a core solution idea. This core solution idea changed the designer’s view of the problem. We then observed designers redefining the problem, and checking whether this fits in with earlier solution-ideas. Then they modified the fledgling-solution. [41]

Many consider the idea of a designer mutually and iteratively refining schemas of the context/problem/environment/problem space and the design space/design object/artifact/solution space/form central to design [2, 17, 41, 111, 132, 152]. Important aspects of Coevolution include: 1) Schön’s interconnected trio of problem framing, tentative adjustments to a design concept, and conceptually evaluating consequences [132]; 2) organizing the system into components or subsystems [2, 107] and 3) creativity [41, 156].

In practice, many objects may coevolve (e.g. symbiotic organisms, hardware and software, source code and test suite). Here, *Coevolution* specifically refers to the designer’s rapid oscillating between
the context and design space schemas. The defining feature of Coevolution is that new ideas about the context trigger reconceptualization of the design space and vice versa. Coevolution is the process by which designers formulate design concepts and make many design decisions.

3.8 Implementation

Implementation refers to creating and deploying the software system. Implementation involves not only programming but also all the activities tightly coupled with programming. These may include creating ancillary artifacts (e.g. installers, documentation) and most white-box testing (e.g. debugging, unit testing). Low-level design decisions made routinely during coding are part of Implementation.

3.9 Two Iterative Loops

While it is widely accepted that software development is often iterative [81], SCI distinguishes between two concentric iterative loops. The inner, Coevolutionary loop involves oscillation between ideas – the design agent iteratively refines its two schemas usually over minutes or hours. The outer, prototyping loop involves making sense of the context, Coevolution and creating or modifying software artifacts. The new(ly modified) artifacts alter the context [101], triggering additional Sensemaking, which alters the context schema, triggering further Coevolution, and so on. Distinguishing these two types of iteration – Coevolution and prototyping – is a core contribution of SCI.

3.10 Development of SCI

SCI was created by elaborating Alexander’s Selfconscious Process [2] with concepts from software engineering (e.g. constraints), design (e.g. Coevolution), management (e.g. Sensemaking) and psychology (e.g. schemas) – see Section 4.3. Brief descriptions of SCI have appeared in several papers [112, 116, 117] and a limited empirical trial appeared in a conference paper [112]. A more comprehensive empirical trial has been conducted but not published [117]. Previous papers have not explained SCI’s relationship to existing literature, or elaborated on its interpretation and implications. This paper presents SCI in much greater detail than previous work.
An earlier version of this paper comprised part of the author’s dissertation [113]. The theory has since been improved in four main ways. First, the original theory distinguished between the design agent’s environment and the design object’s environment (Figure 5). Recognizing that these environments may overlap (e.g. if the system under construction includes hardware, the hardware may reside in the same room as the developer), the two environments were combined into a single context. Second, the original theory used the term Mental Picture following Alexander [2]. This has been replaced by the more precise term, schema (§3.5). Third, the requirements concept was removed from the context schema, following the realization that some projects have no meaningful requirements [118]. Fourth, the symbols have been modified to increase similarity to the Unified Modeling Language.

3.11 SCI as a General Theory of Software Engineering

In its current form, SCI is not a GTSE. First, SCI explains how an individual or cohesive group develops software. Non-cohesive groups (e.g. linux developers) exhibit inter-agent dynamics (e.g. goal conflict), which SCI does not attempt to model. Second, SCI explains development under complexity. When the context is complex, goals are ambiguous, vary by stakeholder or are simply unknown [25]. The designer therefore explores the context by designing [29], necessitating the inner iterative loop (Coevolution). When the design object is complex, the only way to determine its behavior is to build a prototype, necessitating the outer iterative loop. When both the context and design object are simple, no iteration is necessary and SCI does not apply. For example, the traveling salesman problem is a known, unambiguous, agreed problem. It does not evolve when we design algorithms to solve it. Moreover, we can logically establish whether our algorithm has lower time complexity than existing approaches without implementing it. SCI therefore does not explain this type of predictable, well-defined development.
However, one route to developing a GTSE is to extend SCI to multi-agent development and simple systems. Briefly, SCI could be combined with a variant of FBS to model simple systems. Then, both could be combined with a quasi-independent theory of the design agent.

Two related concerns are the diversity within software engineering and the possibility that SCI applies to other fields. First, many software engineering subfields have concepts peculiar to their circumstances; e.g., play-testing in digital game development [141]. SCI does not attempt to model such subfield-specific concepts. Moreover, it seems obvious that attempting to capture all subfield-specific concepts would create an overly large, unwieldy theory. Second, while SCI was created to understand development of software and information systems, it could apply to other domains. However, this is not unusual. For example, the Theory of Natural Selection happens to explain numerous economic phenomena, but this neither makes it an economic theory nor undermines its biological merits. Similarly, if SCI happens to explain some industrial design phenomena, for example, it does not cease being a theory of software engineering. Moreover, SCI is not a general theory of design because, for many physical products, the outer iterative loop is too slow to be meaningful to the design agent.
3.12 Summary

In summary, SCI explains software development in terms of a design agent who engages in three lower level activities – Sensemaking, Coevolution and Implementation – in a self-directed order. SCI only applies to design of complex systems, in complex contexts, by a single agent (an individual or a cohesive team). It is not a GTSE; however, it may provide a basis for developing one. In the interests of parsimony, SCI focuses on the concepts believed to be instrumental to software development, omitting a plethora of activities, concepts and artifacts that are either optional, or peculiar to specific subfields. SCI differs from existing theories in its teleological approach to causality, dual iterative loops and emphasis on complexity.

SCI is intended to replace lifecycle depictions of the development process. These depictions have two problems – 1) design is depicted as a linear sequence of phases; 2) the terms analysis, design, coding and testing confuse academics and practitioners because they do not describe cohesive, mutually exclusive categories of activities. While Agile methods have illuminated the linear-sequence problem [15], SCI is novel in illuminating the bad categories problem.

4 CONCEPTUAL EVALUATION

SCI was motivated by Cross’s call for a simplifying paradigm for design and Brooks’ call for a communicable model of design (Section 1); therefore, SCI should be evaluated for simplicity and communicability. Furthermore, SCI can be evaluated using general criteria for theories including novelty, usefulness and testability. This section evaluates SCI’s on these five criteria.

4.1 Simplicity

Cross elucidated the need for a “simplifying paradigm” for understanding and communicating design [30]. Sections 2 and 5 review several design process theories, including the Selfconscious Process and the Situated FBS Framework. The Selfconscious Process appears perhaps too simple, i.e., so simple that it is difficult to draw useful propositions from it. In contrast, Situated FBS with its three worlds, twelve artifacts and twenty processes is perhaps so complex that it is difficult to
understand and apply. SCI is somewhere between. Favoring simplicity over specificity in SCI’s development was intentional as successful theories are often extended over time.

4.2 Communicability

Education drives the need for a communicable model of software design [20]. SCI’s communicability is enhanced by clear definitions of each concept and relationship. The discussion of SCI’s core concepts in Section 3 further enhances its communicability.

However, some students and academics have mistaken SCI for a method, as evidenced by questions including ‘why would developers choose SCI over Waterfall?’ Of course, developers do not choose SCI when programming anymore than surgeons choose germ theory when washing. SCI is a theory, not a method. Empirical studies investigating the understandability of SCI to different groups (e.g. students, programmers, managers) are a potentially fruitful area of future work.

4.3 Novelty

SCI’s novelty lies in its synthesis of existing literature into an organized process theory. The Selfconscious Process, on which SCI’s structure is based, exhibits one problematic limitation – its concepts and relationships are not clearly defined. For example, Alexander explained that the interaction between the designer’s conceptualizations of form and context “contains both the probing in which the designer searches the problem for its major ‘issues’, and the development of forms which satisfy them; but its exact nature is unclear” [2]. To clarify and elaborate the Selfconscious Process, SCI:

- gives the three relationships names that link them to existing research
- adds goals, constraints and primitives
- explicitly shows the design agent
- renames “mental pictures” to “schemas” to increase precision
Moreover, this paper explains the relationships both within SCI’s concepts and between SCI and existing research to a greater degree than previous work.

4.4 Usefulness

SCI is a theory intended for use by researchers and educators, not a method intended for use by practitioners. SCI is useful for research and education in several ways.

For researchers, SCI is useful for organizing, categorizing and analyzing empirical data from field studies (e.g. ethnography, action research, case study) of software development teams and projects. Researchers can use SCI to conceptualize the diverse technologies and practices they encounter. For example, conceptual modeling languages are predominately Sensemaking tools, while integrated development environments are predominately Implementation tools. Facilitating empirical software engineering research is the primary intended use of SCI.

The other theories discussed in this paper do not support qualitative analysis as well as SCI does. Waterfall (§2.2), the Basic Design Cycle (§5.1) and FBS (§5.3) over-rationalize development, leading to the problems described in Section 3.1. The Problem Design Exploration Model (§2.3) and Boomerang (§5.2) model unique aspects of particular subfields and therefore cannot be effectively applied to software development generally. Finally, SCI improves on Alexander’s process models (§2.4), which are too general and ill-defined to apply directly (§4.3).

SCI is also useful for generating and refining research questions. For example, a researcher beginning with a solid understanding of SE methods would struggle to formulate a question like “How do conflicting goals affect Coevolution in mobile application development?” because methods do not emphasize goal conflict and Coevolution.

For educators, SCI provides an alternative to Waterfall as a way to introduce software development fundamentals. Educators can use SCI to conceptually organize software engineering tools and practices. For example, interviewing stakeholders, conceptual modeling and planning poker are all Sensemaking practices, while test-driven development, refactoring and unit testing are all
Implementation practices. Similarly, SCI usefully illuminates the dearth of tools and practices for facilitating Coevolution. SCI can also be used to evaluate courses and curricula. For instance, using SCI to analyze the ACM/IEEE model curriculum for SE undergraduate programs revealed that it does not cover how to generate design concepts [114]. Furthermore, SCI is useful for explaining why fixed-price/-schedule contracts increase overall project risk – since the context schema is expected to change significantly during the project, estimates based on the original context schema are unlikely to be accurate.

4.5 Testability

SCI should produce testable propositions. However, process theory propositions may be less clear than variance theory propositions as different types of process theories make different types of truth claims.

For example, in Lifecycle theories (e.g. Waterfall if it were a theory), “the trajectory to the final end state is prefigured and ... [each stage] must occur in a prescribed order, because each piece sets the stage for the next. Each stage of development is seen as a necessary precursor of succeeding stages” [150]. A lifecycle theory of process $P$ therefore claims: 1) that $P$ is divisible into a specific set of phases; 2) that later phases are impossible without earlier phases. “Unlike life-cycle theory, teleology does not prescribe a necessary sequence of events or specify which trajectory development ... will follow” [150]. Teleological theories including SCI, posit that independent agents choose their own activity sequence. Therefore, a teleological theory of process $P$ claims 1) that $P$ is divisible into a specific set of activity categories; 2) that an independent agent chooses transitions between these activities at will to achieve goals.

As lifecycle and teleological theories both describe activity categories or phases, both may be incorrect in four ways (analogous to the four types of modeling grammar deficiencies [155]) – phases or categories may be overloaded, redundant, extraneous or missing. In addition, a teleological theory may be deficient if it posits a non-existent agent and a lifecycle theory may be deficient if it posits an incorrect sequence (Table 3).
### Table 3. Possible Deficiencies in Teleological and Lifecycle Process Theories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deficiency</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Hypothetical Waterfall Deficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overload</td>
<td>Dissimilar activities map into one process or phase</td>
<td>Debugging and user observation both map into testing despite involving different people, places, times, goals and actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>One activity maps into several processes or phases</td>
<td>Acceptance testing maps into both analysis and testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess</td>
<td>No activities map into a process or phase</td>
<td>No requirements gathering or analysis is observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficit</td>
<td>An activity does not map to any process or phase</td>
<td>The team undertakes domain specific training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Agent</td>
<td>No actors map into the hypothesized independent, goal-seeking agent</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect Sequence</td>
<td>The activity sequence does not conform to the hypothesized sequence of phases</td>
<td>The project starts with coding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**  
1. Teleological theories have processes while Lifecycle theories have phases;  
2. No agent applies only to teleological theories;  
3. Incorrect sequence applies only to lifecycle theories

Furthermore, in modern epistemology, testability is treated as a mutual property between two theories. “That some propositions are testable, while others are not, was a fundamental idea in the philosophical program known as logical empiricism. That program is now widely thought to be defunct”; rather, “testing is an inherently contrastive activity – testing a hypothesis means testing it against some set of alternatives” [139]. Consequently, the testable propositions derivable from SCI depend on the process theory against which it is tested.

For example, treating Waterfall as a process theory, SCI is testable against it on the first four dimensions of Table 3. Suppose we observe a testing specialist applying several kinds of interconnected testing techniques in a manner loosely coupled with analysis, design or programming activities. This would favor Waterfall’s view of testing and indicate activity overload or deficit in SCI. In contrast, suppose we observe two distinct kinds of testing – acceptance testing, where an analyst reviews a prototype with a client, and unit testing, where developers build test suites while building the software. Further suppose acceptance testing appears tightly coupled with other activities aimed at understanding the client’s views and desiderata (Sensemaking), while unit
testing appears tightly coupled with programming (Implementation). This would favor SCI’s view of testing and suggest that Waterfall’s “testing” phase is overloaded.

Although methodological advice for evaluating process theories is less abundant than for variance theories, some authors recommend questionnaires and field studies [110, 160]. For questionnaires, items may be generated for each contrasting prediction on bipolar scales such that, for example, a ‘strong disagree’ would indicate beliefs consistent with SCI where ‘strong agree’ would indicate beliefs consistent with Waterfall. Meanwhile, collecting in-depth, longitudinal data from a small number of software development teams may provide a rich evidentiary base for each theory. This evidence may be compared using a coding scheme based on the two theories to determine which is more veracious. Furthermore, combining the two approaches enables multi-method triangulation – the survey allows for random sampling and reliability while the field study facilitates gathering deep insights into developer behaviors and cognitive processes. While this paper primarily employs conceptual evaluation, due to the complexity of theoretically justifying SCI, this discussion demonstrates that SCI is testable in principle.

### 4.6 Limitations of and Future Additions to SCI

The presentation of SCI given in this paper is limited in several important ways. First, the purpose of this paper is to provide a comprehensive account of SCI – empirical evaluation is handled elsewhere [112, 117]. Such an account is necessary as SCI integrates diverse research from numerous disciplines, which may be unfamiliar to many software engineering researchers.

Second, SCI focuses on activities strictly necessary for software design to occur. It does not comprehensively enumerate all design-related activities. For example, many developers draw diagrams; however, as diagrams are not strictly necessary to construct software, SCI does not include a ‘diagramming’ activity. This is consistent with existing design process theories – none of the process theories reviewed in this paper attempt to capture all possible optional design activities. Sim and Duffy proposed an “ontology of generic engineering design activities” including
“abstracting”, “decision making” and “searching” [136]. Mapping Sim and Duffy’s ontology onto SCI may be a fruitful area for future research.

Similarly, accounting for each aspect of design in one process theory would significantly increase its complexity. Like the other process theories reviewed, SCI omits important concepts including architecture, environmental factors, individual differences, intra-agent dynamics, negotiation, politics, power, quality, success and time. Attempting to account for all these dimensions would hamper the theory’s communicability and usefulness as a simplifying paradigm for understanding design, undermining the motivation given in the introduction. Therefore, exploring these and other dimensions of design is left to future work while the current theory focuses on explaining design behavior as simply and understandably as possible.

5 RELATED WORK

This section reviews the three process theories omitted from Section 2 and situates SCI in relation to three major themes in the software engineering and information systems development literature. These themes were chosen simply because they are useful in this context and do not represent a comprehensive review.

5.1 The Basic Design Cycle

The Basic Design Cycle models design as a primarily linear sequence of problem analysis, solution synthesis and simulative testing, culminating in a decision to proceed with the proposed solution “or try again and generate a better design proposal” [126] (Figure 6). It meets all three process theory criteria: 1) it relates design to lower-level activities (synthesis, simulation, evaluation); 2) it has a lifecycle causal motor; 3) it includes a claim to universality – “someone who claims to have solved a design problem has gone through this cycle at least once” [126]. Its structure is not unlike Waterfall (above).

The Basic Design Cycle mostly shares Waterfall’s benefits and limitations – it is easy to understand and communicate and is intuitively appealing. However, it appears inconsistent with empirical
observations of expert designers [30, 132] and over-rationalizes complex development activity by implying that analysis and design are mutually exclusive, problems are given and the artifact’s properties are predictable a priori (cf. [20, 148, 162]). To be clear, however, as it was devised to explain engineering design it can hardly be faulted for not accurately explaining software design. The Basic Design Cycle differs from SCI in several ways – 1) it prescribes a sequences of phases; 2) it proposes activity categories that are neither cohesive nor mutually exclusive; 3) it assumes problems are given and static.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6.** The Basic Design Cycle (centre) with Waterfall (left) and the Basic Cycle of Scientific Inquiry (right), (adapted from [126])

### 5.2 Boomerang

The Play-Test Boomerang (Figure 7) is a model of video game development centered on play-testing [141]. Video games differ from many software artifacts in that their primary quality dimension – *is it fun?* – is experiential an unpredictable. As such, game developers play-test prototypes, i.e., they play parts of the game to evaluate its aesthetic experience. Boomerang posits
that once an initial prototype is available, play-testing (rather than coding or planning) drives the development process. Specifically, play-testing informs reconceptualization, redesign and coding.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 7.** Boomerang (from [141])

While its proponents do not call it a theory, Boomerang meets two of the three process theory criteria: 1) it relates game development to lower-level activities (play-test, conceptualize, etc.); 2) it has a teleological causal motor. However, its proponents do not explicitly claim universality or discuss generalizability.

In any case, Boomerang is easy to understand and communicate, and is grounded in empirical observation. However, as it specifically highlights the unique aspects of game development, it is unlikely to generalize to software development more broadly. It is similar to SCI in its focus on improvisation and iteration. However, it differs from SCI in the centrality of play-testing rather than Coevolution. The relationship between play-testing and Coevolution is a potentially productive area for future research.

### 5.3 The Function-Behavior-Structure Framework

The Function-Behavior-Structure Framework (FBS) claims that “the purpose of designing is to transform function, F (where F is a set), into a *design description*, D, in such a way that the artifact
being described is capable of producing those functions” [55] (original italics). The original FBS (Figure 8) had five artifacts (Table 4) and eight processes (Table 5).

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** The Function-Behavior-Structure Framework (adapted from [78])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Be</td>
<td>expected (desired) behavior of the structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bs</td>
<td>“the predicted behavior of the structure” (p. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>a graphically, numerically and/or textually represented model that transfers “sufficient information about the designed artifact so that it can be manufactured, fabricated or constructed” (p. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>“the expectations of the purposes of the resulting artifact” (p. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>“the artifact’s elements and their relationships” (p. 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gero and Kannengiesser updated FBS to include the idea of **situatedness**, meaning that “the agent’s view of a world changes depending on what the agent does” [58]. They therefore distinguish between three “worlds”.

*The external world is the world that is composed of representations outside the designer or design agent. The interpreted world is the world that is built up inside the designer*
or design agent in terms of sensory experiences, percepts and concepts... The expected world is the world imagined actions will produce. [58]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Situated Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formulation</td>
<td>deriving expected (desired) behaviors from the set of functions</td>
<td>1 through 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>“expected behavior is used in the selection and combination of structure based on a knowledge of the behaviors produced by that structure” (p. 3)</td>
<td>11, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>the process of deriving the behavior of a structure</td>
<td>13, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>comparing predicted behavior to expected behavior and determining whether the structure is capable of producing the functions</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>transforming the structure into a design description that is suitable for manufacturing</td>
<td>12, 17, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Reformulation</td>
<td>modifying the structure based on the structure and its predicted behaviors</td>
<td>9 (possibly driven by 3, 6 or 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Reformulation</td>
<td>modifying the expected behaviors based on the structure and its predicted behaviors</td>
<td>8 (possibly driven by 2, 5, 14 or 19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Reformulation</td>
<td>modifying the set of functions based on the structure and its predicted behaviors</td>
<td>7 (possibly driven by 1, 4, 16 or 20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They argued that function, behavior and structure have representations in each world and mapped the original eight FBS processes onto 20 activities across the three worlds. The three-world metaphor, twelve representations, eight processes and 20 activities comprise Situated FBS (Figure 9, Table 5).

As Situated FBS can be somewhat overwhelming, an informal exposition may help. FR', BR' and SR' are the functional, behavioral and structural requirements provided to the designer. Based on these requirements, the designer produces a structure, S'. Be' and Fe' are the behaviors and functions that the designer desires S' to produce, while B' and F' are the behaviors and functions the designer predicts S' will actually produce. S' is evaluated by comparing the desires (Be' and Fe') with the predictions (B' and F'). It is not clear how S' and Se' differ. Once the designer is satisfied, she
externalizes the functions, behaviors and structure ($F$, $B$ and $S$), creating the design specification ($F$, $B$, $S$), which enables manufacture of the design object.

![Diagram of the Situated FBS Framework](image)

**Figure 9.** The Situated FBS Framework (after [56])

*Note: numbers are labels and do not indicate sequence.*

FBS and Situated FBS are clearly process theories – they relate design to the lower-level activities shown in Table 5, have a (teleological) causal motor and their proponents claimed that “the eight processes depicted in the FBS Framework are … fundamental for all designing” [58]. FBS was originally applied to engineering design but later generalized to software development [57, 78].

The benefits of FBS include its meticulousness and the intuitive appeal of its main constructs – developers speak in terms of a software system’s requirements (functions), behavior (features) and architecture (structure). However, it is very complicated, difficult to explain to non-experts and difficult to apply in practice. More fundamentally, FBS oversimplifies and over-rationalizes design...
work (and differs from SCI) by assuming that requirements are known and static, and that designing is effectively a process of symbol manipulation [53].

### 5.4 Interpersonal Interactions in Development

Sambamurthy and Kirsch [129] identified seven core development concepts – tasks (of the development team including planning, analysis, design), stakeholders, agenda (stakeholders’ goals), transactions (stakeholder actions), context (outside of the stakeholders and team), structure (e.g. methods, tools, policies) and outcomes. Similarly, Curtis [36] proposed a “layered development model”, which gives the possible units of analysis for studying development, including “individual”, “team”, “project”, “company” and “business milieu”. Meanwhile, Bansler [8] organized development research into three traditions: the systems theoretical, which seeks to increase efficiency through technology; the socio-technical, which seeks to improve productivity and wellbeing through greater consideration of human factors; and the critical, which seeks to improve the employee-employer power balance. From these perspectives, SCI explains how individuals and teams behave at the task level, while abstracting the remaining concepts and layers into the context, from a viewpoint similar to Bansler’s socio-technical perspective.

Moreover, developing large systems involves communication, learning and negotiation processes [36]. Furthermore, as the number of stakeholders and participants increases, coordination becomes increasingly challenging. This raises questions concerning what we know about communication, learning, negotiation and communication and how they relate to SCI.

While knowledge is often defined as true, justified belief, Orlikowski found that “knowing is not a static embedded capability or stable disposition of actors, but rather an ongoing social accomplishment, constituted and reconstituted as actors engage the world in practice” [102]. Furthermore, “organizations fail to learn from their experience in systems development because of limits of organizational intelligence, disincentives for learning, organizational designs and educational barriers” [89] and, more specifically, “when team members are immersed in a design
activity, they are often unable (or unwilling) to acquire knowledge that cannot be immediately put to use” [154]. In summary, we know that acquiring knowledge in design projects is often difficult.

In software projects, knowledge is often exchanged in a dialectic process [36, 154], through discussions where criticism of old ideas generates new ideas and discussants revise beliefs. Many of these knowledge-producing interactions involve current or intended users of the design object. A climate that encourages user participation does not guarantee success but appears to help [22]. More specifically, user participation leads to critical encounters [98, 124] and conflict/resolution cycles [98, 123, 124] that may improve designs and change project trajectories. However, while some longterm trends (e.g. the Agile movement) encourage increased user participation, others undermine it. For example, the trend toward off the shelf software (instead of custom development) transfers power and participation away from users [10]. Moreover, users may be expected to take responsibility for projects even when their involvement is shallow [14].

Coordination, communication and control are tightly interconnected concerns within software projects. Adding human resources to a software project may not increase its velocity partly due to increasing coordination overhead [21]. Furthermore, as team size increases, informal, ad hoc coordination mechanisms become insufficient [96]. This insight is at the heart of document-based development methods, which seek to protect the organization from knowledge loss and miscommunication by recording crucial details in requirements specifications, software documentation and other documents [62, 71, 79]. Indeed, team coordination is improved by shared mental models [43]. However, documentation does not reduce the amount of communication required; rather, “Artificial (often political) barriers to communication among project teams [create] a need for individuals to span team boundaries and to create informal communication networks” [35]. This partly explains designers’ need for both vertical coordination (coordination between developers and users, through authorized entities including project managers) and horizontal coordination (between developers and users directly) [99]. Geographic distance negatively affects coordination; however, this relationship is mediated by shared knowledge [44]. Finally,
coordination issues are complicated by users, clients and managers who use formal and informal modes of control to influence development [76, 77, 100]. Formal controls include defining appropriate business processes (behavioral control) and performance targets (outcome control). Informal controls include individuals setting their own targets (self-control) and groups that share values, approaches and goals (clan control).

SCI focuses on design activities from the perspective of the design agent. The term ‘knowledge’ was not used in SCI due to difficulty defining it. Rather, SCI posits that designers generate, organize and revise beliefs and ideas about the project’s context and design object through Sensemaking and Coevolution. Of course, whether the design agent is an individual or a team, one would expect complex intra-agent knowledge generation and communication processes. However, SCI sits at an intermediate level of abstraction between the individual and the organization. As such, intra-agent phenomena including the cognitive process of individual designers and coordination within design teams are not represented. Drilling down to a lower level of abstraction is left to future research.

Similarly, design projects may involve management processes (including coordination) parallel to the design process. Management activities are omitted from SCI not only to control scope but also as they are not inherent to design in the same way as SCI’s activities. For example, consider a “guerrilla project” where well-meaning employees develop an application “under the radar” of management, relying on clan control (cf. [77]). Rather than a relationship between design agent and context, which could be shown in SCI, coordination in this case exists primarily within the design agent, i.e., at a lower level of abstraction [36] than SCI. This caveat acknowledged, interconnections between management process and core design activities represent another potentially beneficial area for future research.

Considering user participation raises the related consideration of when a user becomes part of the design agent. Beck [15] recommends having a user onsite at all times to answer questions from the design team. Such a user could conceivably become intermingled with the design team, sharing
much of the team’s context schema and contributing to design decisions. At this point, the user is part of the design agent. This is related to the research stream on user-led systems design [50, 84]. The reverse question, *when does the design team split into multiple agents*, is discussed next.

### 5.5 The Scope of the Design Agent

Software development is increasingly distributed and global [67]. Distributed work takes more time than co-located work [68] as it requires more people [66] and coordination [20]. Consequently, how to mitigate the productivity impact of distributed work has become a key concern in the methods literature (cf. [145]). One form of distributed development that has received particular attention is Free/Libra Open Source Software Development (FLOSSD).

FLOSSD differs from traditional software engineering in its transparency [131], lack of formal methods, budgets, schedules or rule structures [130, 131], developer self-assignment of tasks [34] and success measures [32, 33]. For example, the DeLone and McLean model of information systems success [38, 39, 108] is based on a development and deployment process very different from that observed in FLOSSD; the latter requires different success indicators including number of developers, level of development activity, individual reputation and movement from alpha to stable release [33].

FLOSSD projects are organized into layers – a small group of core developers, a larger group of ad hoc developers who make minor changes and bug fixes and an even larger group who report problems [96]. Core developers create extensive but incomplete shared mental models [133]. Their adherence to the FLOSSD ideology enhances communication and trust, amplifying team effectiveness [144]. Team effectiveness is dominated by team composition and organizational context rather than tools or other technical factors [31]. Rather than traditional forms of vertical and horizontal coordination (§5.4; [99]), FLOSSD projects are coordinated using “informalisms”, e.g., discussion forum threads, project wikis and to-do lists that describe or prescribe aspects of the project, which replace formalisms including requirements specifications and system documentation [130].
Furthermore, FLOSSD may be evolving from FLOSSD 1.0, where a core person or group of developers haphazardly developed a product with erratic support under GPL or a similar license, to FLOSSD 2.0 where major players are choosing open-source strategies and providing better support under a variety of licensing schemes [49]. This shift may lead to substantive changes in or bifurcation of FLOSSD norms and patterns.

FLOSSD and distributed development more generally raise questions about SCI’s structure and agent concept. Curtis et al. proposed a “layered development model” that identifies the multiple units of analysis (individual, team, project, company, business milieu) involved in development research [36]. SCI uses the design agent concept to cross the individual and team levels. However, some FLOSSD projects may involve simultaneous development by two or more separate teams exhibiting competition, rivalry, contradictory goals and weak coordination ties. Moreover, while a FLOSSD project’s core developer group may act as a single agent, it would be incredulous to extend the design agent concept to the outer layers. Therefore, SCI does not currently generalize to FLOSSD or distributed development generally. Exploring the implications of multi-agent design is a potentially fruitful avenue for future research.

5.6 Methods and their Limitations

Avison and Fitzgerald [6, 7] divided the history of SDMs into four eras. In the “pre-methodology era”, developers trained in programming but not the “contexts of use” built software from a superficial understanding of users’ needs and goals, leading to many failures. In the “early methodology era”, development was divided into phases inspired by Waterfall. In the “methodology era” proper, practitioners began using the term “methodology” and many approaches emerged including structured programming, prototyping, object-oriented development and participative development. In the (current) “post-methodology era”, many practitioners have rejected methodologies in general. For example, developers may omit elements of methods not out of ignorance but because they perceive them as irrelevant in their context [48]. Possible explanations for methodology rejection include perceived ineffectiveness or poor usability of
specific methods and perceived ineffectiveness of greater methodicalness in principle. These explanations have starkly different implications – the first implies a need for better methods; the second implies a need for something other than methods.

Many studies continue to defend methods and methodicalness in principle. For example, higher process maturity (i.e., greater methodicalness) is associated with higher product quality, customer satisfaction, productivity and morale [65], which justifies Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) and software process improvement [1] more generally. Many organizations do not adopt CMMI despite believing in its benefits as they think they are too small, CMMI is too costly or they lack time [142]. More recently, the Agile project management framework Scrum has been linked to higher productivity [23]. Several surveys report that projects using Agile approaches have higher success rates than projects using linear or ad hoc approaches [4, 5, 146].

However, many studies also argue that academic literature is biased toward formal methodologies [46] and methodicalness while ignoring “the possibility that amethodical development might be the normal way in which the building of [software] systems actually occurs in reality” [148]. *Amethodical* systems development refers to “management and orchestration of systems development without a predefined sequence, control, rationality, or claims to universality” [148].

Although the case for amethodical development is complex, at least three dimensions are evident:

1. Many practitioners do not use methods as prescribed [9, 93, 107].
2. Several field studies found that practitioners acted in a fundamentally amethodical manner characterized by improvisation, opportunism and either absent or impotent formal controls [11, 12, 35, 154, 162].
3. In many situations, the desiderata – goals, requirements, requests, wants, etc. – are unknown, ambiguous, disputed, inarticulate, changing, misunderstood or conflicting [20, 30, 36, 61, 69, 127, 132, 135, 147, 154, 162].

This debate raises a host of questions. Do more methodical development efforts outperform less methodical development efforts? If so, which methods are best? If not, what can increase the
effectiveness of amethodical development efforts? Additionally, to what extent are these relationships context-dependent and does system complexity moderate the relationship between methodicalness and performance?

SCI is a process theory, not a method; therefore, it does not make prescriptions. However, SCI may be used to analyze prescriptions. For example, SCI posits that envisioning the design object changes the designer’s understanding of the context. If correct, this implies that “freezing requirements” prior to design concept generation is irrational. Regarding the methodical/amethodical debate, SCI’s assumptions are broadly more consistent with the worldview of amethodical development than with formal methods (especially plan-driven methods). For example, the former involves a reactive, improvising agent (like SCI) while the latter often assume known goals or imply that analysis, design and programming are temporally and physically separable (unlike SCI).

6 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to formulate a process theory of software design practice, which explains how complex software systems are created by cohesive software development teams in organizations. The resulting theory, SCI, posits three primary design activities – Sensemaking, Coevolution and Implementation – enacted by an independent design agent in a self-determined sequence. Each of SCI’s concepts and relationships are theoretically justified by reference to existing research. Therefore, rather than proposing new constructs, the paper’s contribution lies its innovative synthesis and clarification of existing constructs.

Software design process theories such as SCI are needed for two basic reasons. First, without a clear, explanatory process theory of software development, methods (especially Waterfall) are used instead, leading to oversimplified, over-rationalized views of reality. Second, lack of a clear theory of software development permits a kind of pseudo-scientific cult of method, where both well-meaning experts and avaricious con artists evangelize systems of prescriptions without sufficient empirical testing to separate the penicillin from the snake oil.
Moreover, new theory is needed as existing theories either oversimplify and over-rationalize development (Waterfall, FBS, Basic Design Cycle), do not apply to software in general (Problem-Design Exploration Model, Boomerang), or are simply ambiguous (Selfconscious Process). This is not to say that FBS, etc. are bad theories. A better interpretation would be that FBS and the Basic Design Cycle are theories about designing predictable artifacts to solve well-defined problems while SCI and Boomerang are theories about designing complex artifacts to address ambiguous situations. Some web developers, for example, have been observed employing a linear, Waterfall-like process to create very simple, static-content pages, i.e., the kind of project that one or two people can complete in a day [120].

SCI suggests numerous practical implications for software engineering practice. For example, dividing a team into business analysts, system architects, programmers and quality assurance specialists is likely to undermine coordination and cause conflict. As these roles are based on Waterfall categories, which are neither cohesive nor mutually exclusive, tasks and responsibilities cannot be divided cleanly between them. Similarly, planning a development project as a series of phases dedicated to analysis, design, etc. is likely counterproductive as the actual tasks performed during development do not divide along these lines. Additionally, SCI explains why tendering (where firms bid for a outsourcing contract based on a specification) so often produces poor, late and over-budget software: Because Coevolution changes the context schema and building the system changes the context itself, a software development projects actively obsolesces its own contract. This creates conflict between the client (whose needs change), the developers (whose understanding evolves) and the lawyers and accountants (who often fixate on the obsolete contract).

Due to the complexity of expressing and theoretically justifying the new theory, only conceptual evaluation of SCI is attempted. Conceptual evaluation suggests that SCI is reasonably simple and communicable, highly novel, potentially useful and definitely testable. Initial empirical evaluation suggests that SCI is more consistent with empirical observations of designers than FBS or Waterfall phases [112, 117].
In conclusion, this paper presents and conceptually evaluates a novel software design process theory, theoretically justifies its elements and discusses its relationship to existing process theories and themes in the development literature. SCI is a theory, not a method; it aims to explain development phenomena, not to prescribe a specific approach. SCI is not a GTSE as it focuses on complex systems and cohesive teams. However, SCI may provide one of the core theories from which a general theory could be constructed.
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